Curtain Rail
Fitting Instructions

PLEASE READ BEFORE BEGINNING YOUR INSTALLATION. THIS INSTRUCTION HAS BEEN PREPARED AS A GUIDE TO HELP YOU FIT YOUR CURTAIN RAIL CORRECTLY.

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SUITABLE FOR OUR STANDARD & LUXE RANGE OF CURTAIN RAILS, SOME COMPONENTS WILL BE GREY TO COMPLIMENT THE LUXE RANGE.

IN THE CASE OF ANY DIFFICULTIES BEING ENCOUNTERED, PLEASE DO NOT HESITATE TO CONTACT OUR TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT ON 0845 402 9924.

PREPARATION:

- Check curtain rail kit contents.
- If necessary, cut the curtain rail to size with a hacksaw, file any rough edges smooth.

**STRAIGHT RAIL**
For shower areas between three walls.

**‘L’ SHAPED RECTANGULAR RAIL**
For corner or larger shower areas

**‘L’ SHAPED SQUARE RAIL**
For corner shower areas.

**‘U’ SHAPED RAIL**
If there is an obstruction in the shower area, for example a window.
Fit the curtain rail at a height to suit your curtains drop, Dimension ‘A’. The bottom of the curtain should be just above the tray / floor surface.

Mark off two holes onto the wall through each curtain rail wall bracket.

Cut the curtain rail to size, if required, with a hacksaw. Any rough edges should be filed smooth.

Attach brackets to the wall

Drill the wall with a No10 masonry drill, insert wall plugs and fix with 2” countersunk self tapping screws. Use the suppliedblanking caps to cover the screw heads, see inset.

Mark curtain rail

Place the curtain rail into the wall brackets. Mark holes onto the curtain rail through wall bracket on both sides and pilot drill rail with a 4.5mm diameter drill.

Insert hooks, glides & rail connector

Fit the required amount of hooks and gliders to the underside of the curtain rail and the rail connector to the top side.

NOTE: Rail connector used when rail is supported from the ceiling by a drop rod, see ‘Securing drop rod’ opposite.

Secure rail into bracket

Secure the curtain rail into the brackets with the supplied nylon pins. Push the pin through the bracket into the holes pilot drilled into the curtain rail.

If you need to extract the pin use a small flat ended screwdriver!
Mark position for the ceiling rose and fix to the ceiling using a suitable fixing (not supplied). Ensure the ceiling rose is fitted to a joist or stud. Cut drop rod to length.

Secure drop rod into ceiling rose and rail connector into the top side of the curtain rail by tightening their respective fastening screws.

**FULL HEIGHT FIXED PANEL:**
Fix curtain rail to panel by placing rail against the top inside edge of the panel. Drill a 3.5mm hole in panel top rail & post through curtain rail. Fix rail to panel with No8 x 25mm screws and caps and to post using No8 x 38mm screw.

Ensure the pole is straight, pilot drill through both the curtain rail and post using a 3.0mm drill. Screw both together with a No8 x 38mm pan head screw and cap.

Any rough edges should be filed smooth!

Make certain that the shaped plastic washer is fitted in between the pole and the rail before fixing. Place the supplied pole cap into the top of the pole.
SUPPORT BRACKET:
Place boomerang bracket in the top of the pole, pilot drill the rail.
REMOVE PLASTIC DUST COVER FIRST.

Screw the boomerang bracket to the curtain rail using the No6 x ¾” countersunk screws.
USE THE SCREWS PROVIDED.

Attach shower curtain

Fit your shower curtain to the hooks and gliders on the curtain rail.